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New user interface for Kindermann Klick&Show 

 

Kindermann presents a completely redesigned user interface for its entire Klick&Show 

product family, the universal collaboration and conferencing solutions. The modern, 

clear design makes it particularly easy to use of all options. The free firmware update 

also includes a new setup wizard and a digital signage function. 

 

Since its market launch in 2017, Kindermann has continuously expanded its 

Klick&Show product family. Today, three different models are available: Klick&Show 

K-WM, K-40 and K-FX. Over the years, the range of connection options and functions 

has become ever greater. Kindermann has completely redeveloped the user interface 

so that users can start their meetings quickly and easily even with this multitude of 

features. The clear design makes using all the options a breeze. 

 

The right connection for every requirement 

Klick&Show by Kindermann improves collaboration and productivity through a variety 

of functions. On the one hand, the solutions offer wireless transmission of content via 

transmitter, software client, app or natively via Airplay, Miracast or Chromecast. On 

the other hand, they also enable the wireless use of conferencing equipment, both for 

Windows and MacOS. All this is clearly illustrated on the new, alternating 

homescreen. There you will also find short instructions for the various options. As part 

of the optimisation, the PC client for BYOM and transmission without transmitter was 

also revised, which now also facilitates navigation in an intuitive design. The setup of 

the Klick&Show has also been made even more intuitive with the help of a setup 

wizard. 

 

More space for visualisations 

The absolute highlight is without doubt the Klick&Show Screen Link function. This 

makes it possible to link two Klick&Show base units with each other. This has the 

advantage that twice as many HDMI outputs and processing power are available and 

content can be output to two displays simultaneously. In this way, users benefit from 

the advantages of a second large display, which makes it possible, for example, to 

easily synchronise different value tables during presentations and to simultaneously 

display all participants and content in web conferences. 

 

Klick&Show meets Digital Signage 

To ensure that Klick&Show also creates added value for companies outside of 

meetings, a digital signage function was also integrated with the new update. This 

makes it easy to show content such as company news, greetings or general 
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information on the display. In order to keep the administration effort at a minimum, 

corresponding schedules can be set for the content to go live. 

 

The new free firmware update will be made available for K-40 and K-WM during 

October 2023. For Klick&Show K-FX model, it is already available for download at 

www.klickandshow.com. 
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Pictures can be found at https://publictouch.de/en/pt-news/new-user-interface-for-kindermann-klickshow/  

 
About Kindermann 
 
Kindermann, founded in 1861, is the oldest company in the Pro AV industry and is today one of the leading suppliers 
acting as manufacturer and distributor. Kindermann has always managed in an intelligent way not only to adapt to 
new market conditions, but also to advance technologies. 
 
Kindermann stands for conferencing, collaboration and connectivity. 
The world of work and education has changed massively. Collaboration in hybrid teams and digital teaching place 
new demands on technical equipment. This is exactly where Kindermann comes in with its smart solutions. Smart 
stands for intelligent, networked, intuitively operable, but also for sophisticated design. 
 
The company has expanded its own portfolio and is thus represented internationally. For example, the KLICK&SHOW 
product family is also very popular in many European countries. It shows how easily wireless collaboration and 
conferencing can work. The triumphant success of Kindermann touch displays is not only based on the trendsetting 
technology but is above all due to the intuitive user interface developed in-house. At the Eibelstadt site near 
Wuerzburg, series products such as table connection panels, brackets, ceiling lifts and media furniture are developed 
and manufactured. In addition, exclusive customer requests can be quickly implemented here. 
 
Supplemented by a broad product portfolio in distribution, Kindermann enjoys an excellent reputation as a full-range 
supplier for conference, presentation and media technology, digital signage and dedicated education solutions. 
 
As a manufacturer and distributor, Kindermann sells exclusively through qualified specialist dealers. Trade partners 
are supported with competent advice and individual project support - from planning to equipment and integration. 
Attractive special services round off the portfolio. 
 
Further information at: www.kindermann.com 
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